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Abstract—The Linux kernel makes considerable use of Berke-
ley Packet Filter (BPF) to allow user-written BPF applications
to execute in the kernel space. BPF employs a verifier to
statically check the security of user-supplied BPF code. Recent
attacks show that BPF programs can evade security checks and
gain unauthorized access to kernel memory, indicating that the
verification process is not flawless. In this paper, we present
MOAT, a system that isolates potentially malicious BPF programs
using Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK). Enforcing BPF
program isolation with MPK is not straightforward; MOAT is
carefully designed to alleviate technical obstacles, such as limited
hardware keys and supporting a wide variety of kernel BPF
helper functions. We have implemented MOAT in a prototype
kernel module, and our evaluation shows that MOAT delivers
low-cost isolation of BPF programs under various real-world
usage scenarios, such as the isolation of a packet-forwarding
BPF program for the memcached database with an average
throughput loss of 6%.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is common to extend kernel functionality by allowing user
applications to download code into the kernel space. In 1993,
the well-known Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) was introduced
for this purpose [3]. The classic BPF is an infrastructure
that inspects network packets and decides whether or not to
forward or discard them. With the introduction of its extended
version (referred to as eBPF) in the Linux kernel, BPF soon
became more powerful and is now utilized in numerous
real-life scenarios, such as load balancing, scheduling, and
auditing [17, 23, 30, 54, 65, 66].

To ensure security, BPF is equipped with a verifier [5].
The verifier performs a variety of static analyses to ensure
the user-supplied code is secure. For instance, the verifier
tracks the bounds of all pointers to prevent an out-of-bound
access. Given that BPF code runs directly within the kernel,
the verifier becomes crucial for the BPF security. Nevertheless,
as pointed out by recent studies [26, 33, 34, 52, 62], the
currently available verifier has various limitations, and is
insufficient for the overall security of BPF. First, the current
BPF ecosystem supports a variety of kernel functionalities
with over 200 dedicated APIs [1], resulting in a complicated
verification process. Even though the verifier’s correctness has
been formally proved [61], the gap between abstraction and
implementation may still result in vulnerabilities [37–43, 45].
Second, BPF Just-In-Time (JIT) is currently supported on
multiple platforms, including x86, ARM, and RISC-V, whose
differences frequently result in subtle vulnerabilities [46, 47];
note that the verifier cannot detect vulnerabilities in the JIT
stage. Third, due to the rapid expansion of BPF capabilities,
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the verifier has to be frequently updated. Nonetheless, it
is inherently difficult to frequently update a complex static
verification tool without introducing new vulnerabilities [44].
To date, the BPF subsystem has been constantly exploited. For
instance, two privileged-escalation vulnerabilities have been
discovered in the implementation of bpf_ringbuf, a rather
new BPF feature introduced in 2020 [3]. Further, the verifier’s
register-value tracking is quite complex and has been bypassed
via corner-case operations (e.g., sign extension) [37–40].

Given the increasing security threats in BPF and the chal-
lenge of enforcing safe BPF programs with merely static verifi-
cation, we seek to employ hardware extensions to sandbox un-
trusted BPF programs. In particular, we leverage Intel Memory
Protection Keys (MPK) [8], an emerging hardware extension
which partitions memory into distinct permission groups by
assigning up to 16 keys to their Page Table Entrys (PTEs).
With the aid of MPK and the BPF verifier’s analysis results,
we present MOAT, which isolates untrusted BPF programs
in a low-cost and principled manner. For instance, two MPK
protection keys K and E may be assigned to the kernel and a
BPF program, respectively. When the kernel transfers control
to the BPF program, it can set K as access-disabled to prevent
the potentially malicious BPF program from tampering with
kernel memory regions.

Despite its promising potential, we observe that using MPK
to enforce BPF isolation is not straightforward. MOAT is de-
liberately designed to overcome two major technical hurdles.
First, Intel MPK provides a maximum of 16 keys. Thus, it
becomes challenging to support many BPF programs running
concurrently with this limited number of hardware keys. Exist-
ing workarounds like key virtualization [53] are incompatible
with the BPF scenario and challenging to be implemented
in the kernel. This is because the key virtualization heavily
relies on scheduling and notification facilities that are only
available to userspace; directly reusing them in the kernel
space may largely block kernel threads. To address this hurdle,
we propose a novel dynamic/fixed key allocation scheme that
can support multiple BPF programs with a small overhead.

Second, while MPK-based hardware isolation mitigates
malicious BPF programs, helper functions provided by the
BPF subsystem may be exploited by attackers. Overall, the
growth of the BPF ecosystem is accompanied by the expansion
of its dedicated helper functions; helper functions facilitate
various tasks commonly conducted by a BPF program. On
one hand, MOAT should allow benign BPF programs to freely
use these helpers. On the other hand, MOAT must be cautious
enough with these APIs to ensure they are not exploited by
attackers. Given that there are over 200 helpers [1] provided
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Fig. 1: BPF overview. We illustrate the BPF compilation procedure, and the execution context of a sample BPF program attached to the
kernel scheduler. Note that BPF verification is conducted at the BPF bytecode loading time.

in the latest Linux kernel, designing individual security policy
for each of them is impractical and less extensible. To this
end, we analyze all existing helpers with static dependency-
analysis, and propose several two defense schemes, each of
which is applicable to a group of helpers. We envision that
when a new helper is added, MOAT can be applied easily
without introducing new schemes.

To evaluate the security impact of MOAT, we systematically
examined how MOAT mitigates attack surfaces due to un-
trusted BPF programs. We also empirically analyze all recent
CVEs within MOAT’s application scope. The result shows that
MOAT successfully mitigates each CVE. Moreover, we eval-
uate the performance overhead of MOAT under representative
and edge-case scenarios. First, we examine the performance
of our dynamic/fixed key allocation policy by assessing a use
case where multiple programs are executed concurrently to
use all MPK keys. Then, we build a real-life port-forwarding
BPF program for the memcached [25] database, and secure it
with MOAT to measure how MOAT influences memcached’s
throughput. Furthermore, we apply MOAT to several real-
world BPF applications [54] to illustrate that MOAT can be
directly applied to the current BPF ecosystem with minimal
engineering effort. MOAT’s worst case performance overhead
in all these experiments is less than 30%, which is acceptable
given the security benefits MOAT provides. Moreover, MOAT
imposes only 6% overhead on average to the memcache’s
throughput. In sum, we make the following contributions.
• Instead of merely relying on BPF verifiers to statically

validate untrusted BPF programs, this paper for the first
time advocates to isolate user-supplied BPF programs with
an emerging hardware extension, Intel MPK.

• Technically, MOAT is specially designed to address domain-
specific challenges including limited hardware keys and
protecting over 200 helper functions in the BPF ecosystem.

• We implement a prototype of MOAT as a Loadable Kernel
Module (LKM) of the latest Linux (v5.19) and conduct a
thorough evaluation of its security and performance. The
evaluation shows that MOAT delivers a principled security
guarantee with moderate performance penalty.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF)

BPF Overview. BPF [3] was originally introduced to facili-
tate flexible network package filtering. Instead of inspecting
packages in the userspace, users can provide BPF instructions
specifying package filter rules, which are directly executed in
the kernel. This allows configurable package filtering without
costly context switching and data copying. Modern Linux
kernel features extended BPF (eBPF), a Linux subsystem,

which supports a wide range of use cases such as kernel
profiling, load balancing, and firewalls.1 Popular applications
like Docker [36], web browsers [32, 50], and kernel debugging
utilities like Kprobes [7] are built on top of BPF.

Fig. 1 depicts an overview of how BPF programs are
compiled and then deployed. The eBPF subsystem offers
ten general-purpose 64-bit registers, memory stack, eBPF
customized data structures (often referred to as eBPF maps),
and a set of eBPF helper functions. To use eBPF (e.g., for
kernel profiling), users can first write their own BPF programs
(in C code) to specify the functionality. The BPF programs
will then be compiled into BPF bytecode and downloaded
into the kernel. Given that eBPF code is written by untrusted
users, the kernel employs a verifier to conduct several checks
during the bytecode loading time (see below). By default,
the bytecode is executed by the BPF interpreter (omitted in
Fig. 1). Additionally, depending on the kernel configuration
and architectural support, an optional JIT compilation may
be applied to the bytecode for better performance. The BPF
bytecode is then attached to certain kernel components, based
on its specific end goal. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1, a
BPF program attached to kernel scheduler collects relevant
statistics and decides which thread should be running next to
improve overall performance.

- len < INSN_MAX
- no loop
- no dead code
- no OOB jmp

Unverified CFG
Check Phase

Data-Flow
Check Phase

- register tracking
- access check
- helper check
- misc fixups

Verified

Fig. 2: BPF verification process.

BPF Verifier. BPF programs are written in C, and compiled
into a RISC-like instruction set. As aforementioned, the kernel
strictly verifies the BPF programs upon loading to ensure that
they are safe to execute. Fig. 2 illustrates the verifying process
in a holistic manner. First, a BPF program is parsed into a
control flow graph (CFG) by the verifier, which first performs a
CFG check phase to ensure four key properties: 1) the program
size is within a limit; 2) there exists no back edges (loops) on
its CFG; 3) there exists no unreachable codes; and 4) all jumps
are direct jump and they refer to a valid destination. Overall,
given that BPF programs must be terminated, the CFG check
phase ensures that all jumps are direct jumps and there are
no back edges. Given that said, loops are still feasible via
unrolling at the cost of binary size.

The verifier further performs finer-grained data flow anal-
ysis. It first tracks the value flow of every register to deduce

1There are indeed two variants of BPF: classic BPF (cBPF) and eBPF.
MOAT supports both of them; see clarfication later in Sec. II-A.



its value ranges conservatively. Based on these ranges, the
verifier can decide if a pointer accesses safe memory regions,
and if a parameter is valid. Since this analysis is performed
statically prior to execution, there exists possibility that a
malicious BPF program uses certain operations to bypass this
analysis [37–43, 45]. Last, the verifier also performs some
miscellaneous fixups, like rewriting certain instructions to
simplify the follow-up JIT compilation.
BPF Maps. Out of security concern, the kernel also sets a
rather strict space limit on BPF programs. Each program by
default can only use up to 512 bytes stack space and 10
registers, which is far from enough for certain BPF programs.
To address this problem, BPF maps can be allocated and
provide additional space for BPF programs. Up to now, there
are over 30 types of maps supported by kernel, such as array
map and hash map [4]. Moreover, as demonstrated in Fig. 1,
maps may act as a communication channel between BPF
programs and user applications, since some of these maps can
be accessed by both the BPF program and the user application.
BPF Helpers. Kernel also limits the kernel functions a BPF
program may call. Those functions are dubbed BPF helpers, as
shown in Fig. 1. To date, there are over 200 helpers scattered
across subsystems of the kernel [1]. Depending on the specific
task, a BPF program can usually call a group of relevant
helpers. For example, a BPF program attached to the scheduler
is not allowed call any helper related to kernel probing, but it
can call bpf_pid2 to get the PID of the current process and
decide which process to be scheduled next.

00 01 ... 10 00
32 0

PKR

PTE[62:59] = 0xF

PTE[62:59] = 0xE

PTE[62:59] = 0x1

PKR Entry Options

00 Access Enable     (EN)

01 Access Disabled  (AD)

10 Write Disabled    (WD)

11 Access Disabled  (AD)

Page Table Entry

Fig. 3: Intel MPK overview.

Classic BPF. Classic BPF (cBPF) specializes in tasks like
syscall filtering (e.g., seccomp) and has more restrictions
than its extended version, eBPF. cBPF only supports two
registers and a fixed size memory. Neither helpers nor maps are
supported. Thus, cBPF has a small attack surface and nearly
all vulnerabilities reported in the BPF subsystem are related to
eBPF. Our work mainly focuses on eBPF and directly refers
eBPF as BPF for brevity in the rest of the paper. Nevertheless,
MOAT can be trivially extended to shield cBPF as cBPF is
internally converted to eBPF by the kernel.
Intel MPK. Intel introduces MPK [8] to provide efficient page
table permissions control. By assigning a MPK protection
key to each page table entry (PTE) of one process, users
can enable intra-process isolation and confidential data access
control [16, 29, 35, 53, 60]. As illustrated in Fig. 3, MPK uses
four reserved bits [62:59] in each PTE to indicate which
protection key is attached with this page. Those three PTEs in

2Here, bpf_pid refers to bpf_get_current_pid_tgid.

Fig. 3 are assigned with keys 0x1, 0xE and 0xF, respectively.
Since there are only 4 bits involved, the maximum number of
keys is 16. Then, a new 32-bit register named Protection Key
Register (PKR) is introduced to specify the access permission
of these protection keys. Each key occupies two bits in PKR,
whose values denote either access-disabled (AD) or write-
disabled (WD), respectively. By writing to certain bits in
PKR, the access permission of corresponding pages can be
configured accordingly. It is worth noting that one key may
be assigned to arbitrary number of pages by modifying their
PTEs. This facilitates changing the access permission of a
large number of pages without severe performance penalty.
Clarification and Notations. As a side note, there are actually
two versions of Intel MPK. One applies to the user-mode
while the other applies to the supervisor-mode. For brevity,
we refer these two versions in their conventional abbreviations
as Protection Key Supervisor (PKS) and Protection Key User
(PKU), respectively. Most existing works [16, 27, 29, 35,
53, 60] are based on PKU. In MOAT, we use PKS instead
since our goal is to isolate BPF programs, which execute in
the supervisor-mode. The logistics behind these two versions
are mostly identical with slight variations. For instance, the
permission configuration register in PKS is a Model Specific
Register (MSR) named IA32_PKRS, which is inaccessible
from userspace, whereas in PKU, this role is assigned to a
dedicated register PKRU. In addition to PKR, there also exists
a bit in the control register CR4 that can disable/enable MPK
entirely; for PKU, this bit is CR4.PKE; for PKS, this bit is
CR4.PKS. To avoid potential misleading, the rest of the paper
directly refers MPK leveraged by MOAT as PKS.

III. MOTIVATION AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Typical Threats to BPF Verifier

Fast Feature Evolving. As a fast developing technology,
threats may come from the inconsistency between the con-
stantly expanding BPF capabilities and the rigorous static
verification process imposed on them [41, 44]. It is a common
practice to add corresponding verification procedures simul-
taneously when introducing new features to BPF programs.
However, it is very hard to make changes correctly to the
BPF verifier, a critical security kernel component, which has
over 10K LoC and a variety of functionalities [5].
Challenging Pointer Tracking. Second type of threats origi-
nates from the complexity of pointer tracking mechanism. Al-
though the correctness of the verifier is formally proved [61],
there still exist gaps between the implementation and the
abstraction, especially in some corner cases, such as sign
extension, truncation, and bit operators [37–43, 45].

The fact that the contemporary BPF verifier only performs
static analysis is a severe deficiency, as evidenced by the
threats noted above. Performing sound and complete static
analysis toward BPF programs to uncover potential threats is
fundamentally challenging, and from the disclosed BPF vul-
nerabilities, we find that there frequently exists a gap between
verifier’s static analysis results and BPF programs’ runtime
behavior. For instance, the verifier, based on its static analysis



results, may conclude that a program is benign because it only
accesses a memory region ranging from [0x0,0x1000].
However, by leveraging vulnerabilities like noted above, the
software may behave differently during execution. Therefore,
a hardware feature, Intel MPK, is utilized to enforce further
isolation, such that a BPF program is constrained in its own
memory regions, and any runtime accesses that violate this
constraint are effectively flagged and terminated by MOAT.

B. Threat Model

Assumption. Our threat model considers a practical setting
which is aligned with existing BPF vulnerabilities [37–43, 45].
In particular, we assume attackers are non-privileged users
with BPF access, since a root user already has the control
over almost the entire kernel. Attackers can download their
prepared BPF code into the kernel space to launch exploitation.
Application Scope. MOAT isolates user-submitted BPF pro-
grams and prevent them from accessing privileged kernel
memory regions. As will be introduced in Sec. IV, a BPF
program is given only the necessary resources and privileges
to complete its task. Next, we present analysis of three major
components in our research context as follows.
BPF Programs. This includes the BPF bytecodes or the
JIT-emitted native instructions. Our threat model takes the
assumption that malicious BPF programs are able to bypass
checks statically performed by the verifier; they may thus
behave maliciously during runtime. Our threat model deems
BPF programs as untrusted, and MOAT is designed to isolate
them from the rest of the kernel. More specifically, every BPF
program, during its runtime, is only allowed to access its own
stack, allocated maps, and certain helper functions. Note that
each BPF program runs in its own sandbox. A malicious BPF
program cannot tamper with other BPF programs.
BPF Helper Functions. These helpers act as the interme-
diate layer between the BPF subsystem and kernel. Certain
malicious BPF programs can abuse these helpers to perform
attacks, and therefore, we assume they are also untrusted.
MOAT mitigates risks raised by adversarial-manipulated helper
functions with practical defenses.
Kernel. Kernel is the target to protect. We assume the kernel is
functioning normally, and attackers aim to leverage malicious
BPF programs to gain unauthorized access to kernel data or
executing arbitrary privileged kernel code.
Out-of-Scope. The main objective of MOAT is to mitigate
memory exploitation performed by BPF programs. Thus, other
subtle attacks (not relevant to memory exploitations) such
as speculation, race condition, and Denial of Service (DoS)
occurred to exploit the BPF subsystem [48, 49] are not
considered. We view them as security threats commonly faced
by many other scenarios such as SGX enclaves [14, 21],
and are orthogonal to our work. Moreover, as a complicated
ecosystem, BPF subsystem also comes with a set of userland
facilities such as libbpf; implementation bugs in those
facilities are not considered by MOAT.

IV. DESIGN

MOAT Overview. As motivated in Sec. III, current security
design against malicious BPF programs solely relies on the
static analysis performed by the BPF verifier, which is seen
as a weak point and exploitable by non-privileged users. MOAT
instead delivers a principled isolation of BPF programs using
MPK from the rest part of the kernel and prevent bypasses.

bpf_lookup_elem

call bpf_run

bpf_delete_elem

mov %rax, $0x1

...

call bpf_helper

mov %(rax), $0x1
Helper
Auditor

BPF Memory
...

bpf_get_time

mov %rax, %rbxMOAT

BPF Payload

Access
Rules

Stack

...
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MPK

Verifier

Kernel Memory

1

2

3

4

Fig. 4: MOAT overview.

Fig. 4 illustrates the lifecycle of a BPF program with the
presence of MOAT. 1 Given a user-submitted BPF program
P , MOAT statically derives the necessary memory regions
the program needs, such as stack, used maps and context by
reading P ’s metadata. 2 These regions (“BPF Memory” in
Fig. 4) are assigned to P using PKS, forming its runtime
environment. 3 When the kernel invokes P , MOAT configures
PKS to constrain P to its own regions and forbids its access
to other memory regions. 4 On the occasions that P requires
helper calls to interact with the kernel, depending on the helper
types, MOAT may adjust involved kernel memory region
permissions and also validate the helper parameter values to
prevent helpers from being abused.
Security Guarantees. Overall, MOAT provides the following
two key secure design guarantees.

(i) Only the necessary resources and privileges are given to
a BPF program, preventing any malicious behavior.

(ii) The interactions (e.g., helper calls) between the BPF
program and the kernel are audited thus not abused.

Extensibility. MOAT leverages MPK, a de facto hardware
extension available on mainstream Intel architectures to isolate
BPF programs. We view this design choice is consistent with
recent hardware-assisted security enforcement works [16, 60].
Nevertheless, we clarify that the design of MOAT is not limited
to leveraging MPK. There exist similar hardware security
mechanisms on other platforms and architectures such as the
Memory Domains [2] on ARM and the Domain Keys [55] on
RISC-V. These mechanisms can be used to replace MPK on
these platforms with a small amount of engineering effort; see
Sec. VIII for our discussion on migration and extension.

A. General BPF Isolation

In accordance with the BPF program lifecycle depicted in
Fig. 4, this section elaborates on the general isolation approach
offered by MOAT. We further discuss two key technical
challenges in Sec. IV-B.
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1) BPF Memory Regions: Fig. 5 depicts the memory re-
gions of BPF programs and the kernel. By default, all pages
should belong to the kernel memory region, and each page
is initialized with a default MPK key value 0. Then, when
a BPF program P is newly loaded into the kernel, MOAT
decides the memory pages it needs, and assigns these amount
of pages to the memory region of P . Note that the necessary
memory sections of a BPF program includes its code, stack,
and the context; many non-trivial BPF programs also require
BPF maps (e.g., array and hash maps) to use. After assigning
these sections to the memory region of P , MOAT restricts P
to its own memory regions by configuring the PKR register.
Take the BPF P1 in Fig. 5 as an example, most of its sections
(including a number of BPF maps) solely belong to itself.
Furthermore, P1 and P2 share several extra BPF maps. Thus,
at its runtime, MOAT configures the PKR register of P1 to
enable its access (EN; denoted as 00 in the runtime PKR value
column of Fig. 5) to its own region 0x1 and the shared region
0x3. Moreover, MOAT disables any accesses from P1 to the
kernel region 0x0 and the P2 memory region 0x2 by setting
corresponding bits in P1’s PKR register as 01 (denoting AD).

To clarify, the code and map sections of a BPF program
requires are trivially known (by reading the metadata in the
BPF program) and stay fixed once it is loaded. Thus, MOAT
can assign these pages to its designated region by modifying
their PTEs during the program loading phase without any
runtime overhead. The assignment for stack, context and some
special types of maps will be discussed in the next section.

2) BPF Runtime Environment: Apart from the program
itself and its maps, a BPF program requires additional ker-
nel structures to function properly. These structures include
descriptor tables, stacks, and the program’s runtime context.
Furthermore, certain maps (e.g., hash map) are not stored con-
tinuously and cannot be assigned trivially during initialization.
MOAT assigns entries of these maps on the fly.
Descriptor Tables. On x86 platforms, descriptor tables such
as Global Descriptor Table (GDT) and Interrupt Descriptor
Table (IDT) are essential for basic operations like interrupt.
These kernel data structures are assigned to a shared region
that all BPF programs can access. To prevent tampering those
critical structures, they are made read-only when shared.
Dedicated Stack. BPF programs require a 512-byte stack

space to store local variables and function frames. The verifier
is in charge of determining if a program makes Out of
Bound (OOB) accesses toward this stack. Thus, when the
BPF program passes the static checks, its required stack is
directly allocated from the kernel stack. However, as discussed
in Sec. III, certain vulnerabilities may allow BPF programs to
bypass this check at runtime. Given that this stack is utilized
so frequently, we note that executing dynamic auditing on it,
as MOAT does for helper calls (see Sec. IV-B2), would incur
an unreasonable level of overhead. Thus, to prevent malicious
BPF programs from tampering the kernel stack, one dedicated
page is allocated as stack upon each execution of a BPF
program, which is deallocated once it exits. A page pool is
reserved for MOAT for efficient allocation/deallocation.
Runtime Context. The context refers to BPF program pa-
rameters, which vary depending on the BPF program types.
For instance, if the BPF program serves as the filter attached
to a particular socket, its runtime context is a pointer to the
socket buffer, which stores packets for the attached socket.
Since these contexts are not available until runtime, MOAT
assigns these contexts to their designated PKS regions upon
the entry point of each BPF program. Table I lists common
BPF contexts: These contexts are rather simple and only a few
of them are nested data structures (i.e., containing pointers
to other structures). Thus, this assignment can be performed
efficiently upon each entry point.
Incontiguous Maps. Despite the fact that there are over 30
distinct types of maps, their implementations can be roughly
divided into only two types: Array maps and hash maps.
The array maps are easy for MOAT to isolate since they
are stored in a continuous form and of a fixed size. For
these maps, MOAT determines its isolation when loading the
BPF programs. The hash maps, however, are stored non-
contiguously in the memory and can be dynamically expanded
upon map insertion. This prevents MOAT from determining
the addresses and sizes of the maps before executing the
BPF programs. To overcome this issue, MOAT attaches to
the bpf_map_lookup_elem, which is used to lookup a
map entry and return its pointer. If the pointer is retrieved
from an non-contiguous map, the memory to which it points
is dynamically assigned to the BPF program. These entries are
returned to the kernel once the program exits.

3) Lifecycle of a BPF Program: This section has described
how MOAT uses PKS to grant a BPF program accesses to
its necessary memory regions required to complete its task.
This protects the kernel from being attacked by malicious
BPF programs while allowing benign BPF programs to operate
smoothly. We summarize all these details and depict the
lifecycle of an isolated BPF program in Fig. 6.

B. Challenges for MOAT

The preceding section illustrates the overall procedure of
MOAT. However, to effectively isolate a BPF program using
PKS, MOAT needs to overcome the following obstacles.
C1: Limited Hardware Regions. In PKS, only 16 hardware
keys are available. This means there can be no more than



TABLE I: BPF context of common program types.
Program Type Context Type Note
Socket Filter __sk_buff * Metadata of sk_buff
Socket Ops bpf_sock_ops * Socket events (timeout, retransmission, ...)
XDP xdp_md * Metadata of xdp_buff
Kprobe pt_regs * Register status
Tracepoints Depending on Tracepoint Types Relevant Tracepoint information
Perf Event bpf_perf_event_data * Perf. event (register status, sample period)
Cgroup Device bpf_cgroup_dev_ctx * Device ID, access type (read, write, ...)

BPF Program

Used Map

BPF Program

Used Map

Ctx

Stack

Entry

BPF Program

Used MapCtx Stack

Dynamic
Map Entry

Run
Exit

BPF Program

Load1 4

2

3

1 Load: The program itself and its maps are assigned to its region.
2 Entry: Context is assigned and stack is swapped.

3 Runtime: Entries of incontiguous maps are assigned on the fly.
4 Exit: Memory assigned during runtime is returned.

Fig. 6: BPF program lifecycle under isolation of MOAT.

16 memory regions concurrently, but there may be signifi-
cantly more than 16 BPF programs running in the kernel. To
overcome this limitation, we propose a novel dynamical key
allocation policy in Sec. IV-B1.
C2: Helpers. BPF is a complex ecosystem containing over
200 helper functions [1]. Unlike BPF programs, these helper
functions must have access to certain kernel memory to
function properly. Thus, MOAT must ensure that these helper
functions are secure and not being abused. However, designing
specific isolation policy for every one of these helpers requires
massive human effort. Even worse, designing individualized
isolation strategy for each helper may impede the applicability
to helpers added in the future. To this end, we analyze
these BPF helper functions with static analysis techniques and
propose three general security isolation schemes in Sec. IV-B2.

1) Dynamic Key Allocation: Currently, PKS supports up
to 16 memory regions, whose permissions are decided by a
32-bit PKR. Though works like libmpk [28, 53, 64] propose
key virtualization to enable key sharing, these works typically
focus on isolating userspace applications. Therefore, they rely
on mechanisms that are exclusive to userspace. However,
after examining their methods, we conclude that porting these
userspace mechanisms to kernel is difficult, if at all possible.
See further discussion on libmpk in Sec. VIII.

Intuitively, we may explore making key a shared resource;
each BPF program will dynamically fetch and return a key
upon its entry point and exit. Our tentative study shows that
this approach works well with small BPF programs consuming
few pages. Nevertheless, this approach may incur significant
runtime overhead, as assigning these pages to a specific region
upon each entry and exit can be time-consuming, particularly
if the program is attached with large maps. For instance, a
512KB map consists of over 100 pages. If a BPF tracepoint
program employs this map to log kernel events, there will be
over 200 page assignments every time this BPF program is

invoked. These frequent assignments bring unacceptable over-
head. Overall, given that frequent key retrieval and return is
too expensive due to the presence of large BPF programs with
many pages, we propose an adaptive dynamic key allocation
scheme that shares keys across relatively small BPF programs
and assigns fixed keys to large BPF programs.

Dynamic keys

K1 K2

Run

Fixed
keys

Exit

K1

Wait Wait...

Entry

Large BPF
Programs

1

2 3

4

Fig. 7: Adaptive key allocation.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, we divide PKS keys into two cate-
gories — dynamic keys and fixed keys. We allocate dynamic
keys to small BPF programs, whose allocation procedure are
specified as follows. 1 Upon a BPF program P ’s entry point,
MOAT fetches a dynamic key and assigns this key to all
pages of P . 2 During the runtime, MOAT can detect if P
accesses pages not assigned to it via PKS. 3 When P exits,
all of its pages are returned to the kernel, and the key is
deallocated. 4 If currently no key available when the kernel
launches a BPF program, then this program is placed in a
queue to wait. We admit that attackers may load many BPF
programs and invoke their execution to cause congestion in the
waiting queue, delaying certain BPF programs. However, such
delaying also blocks the following up operations of that thread
and results in the overall system slowdown (DoS), instead of
“nullifying” the execution of certain key BPF programs (e.g.,
syscall filter). We presume that the kernel can rely on other
mechanisms [22] to detect such DoS and alert users.

In contrast, fixed key allocation is straightforward. Once a
large BPF program is loaded by the kernel, MOAT assigns
a fixed key to it. In extreme cases where multiple large
BPF programs are loaded into the kernel, and fixed keys are
insufficient, the smallest and least frequently invoked BPF
program running will be evicted to use dynamic keys.

We need to decide a threshold to determine whether a BPF
program is “small” or “large.” Note that the current BPF
subsystem only accepts programs that with fewer than 4,096
instructions, which occupy about eight pages. Considering that
the majority of BPF programs use a small map to communicate
with userspace, we select ten pages as the threshold for
dynamic key allocation. That is, a BPF program using up to



ten pages is configured to use dynamic keys, whereas BPF
programs with more than ten pages uses fixed keys. Our
experiments in Appendix B show that dynamic key allocation
imposes a moderate overhead on programs under ten pages.
Flexible Key Configuration. In MOAT, one can specify the
number of dynamic and fixed keys. Note that this configuration
is flexible, meaning with sufficient keys, all BPF programs
can be allocated with fixed keys regardless of their sizes.
MOAT begins gradually converting fixed keys into dynamic
keys to meet the need of BPF programs, only when the keys
are insufficient (e.g., when there are over 16 BPF programs).

2) Helper Security Mechanism: As interfaces between ker-
nel and BPF programs, a set of BPF helper functions has
been provided for kernel interaction. Since these helpers serve
as interfaces, one may question if those helpers can access
certain kernel memory to function properly. If so, these helpers
may be leveraged by malicious BPF programs to launch
attacks. Thus, MOAT has to prevent these helpers from being
abused. However, there are over 200 helpers provided by
the BPF subsystem; it is impractical to design individual
protection policy for each one. To overcome this obstacle, we
first manually investigate all available helper functions and
characterize their memory access behaviors. Our findings, as
noted below, justify the necessity of designing two general,
helper-agnostic defenses.

Analyzing all helper functions requires a substantial amount
of human effort. At this step, two authors spend about 80
man-hours to examine the source code of helper functions.
Each author has an in-depth knowledge of BPF programs
and kernel security. Moreover, we use a popular static pointer
analysis framework, SVF [57, 58], to assist our review by
providing the variable dependency information. SVF performs
sparse value flow analysis to establish value flow and pointer
analysis results. SVF has been widely used to analyze large-
size production software [56], and we use the default flow-
sensitive pointer analysis [57] provided by SVF. Specifically,
we use it to track the value flow of the parameters of these
helper functions. Two authors review the results of SVF and
also manually review the helper source code to decide if a
helper function accesses kernel memory or just operates on
its own arguments. In practice, we find that SVF is quite
accurate. Overall, with human expertise and SVF, we ensure
the credibility of our analysis to a great extent.

Our findings, as summarized in the first two columns of
Table II, show that most of the helpers perform read or even
write operations toward kernel memory. In particular, based
on the above analysis, we divide 260 BPF helper functions
into five types. As in Table II, the first type (No Arg.) has
no arguments, which does not need any extra protection. The
second type (Pure Arg.) operates solely on its own arguments
and does not access kernel memory, which is also safe. The
third type (Read Only) accesses kernel in a read-only manner,
and the forth type (Write) may use its argument to modify the
kernel memory. The fifth type (Other) includes helpers that are
hard to categorize. For example, bpf_loop is the auxiliary
function that simplifies the verification process of loops. Note

that the last three types may interact with the kernel space and
potentially cause unauthorized access or kernel exploitations
by being abused by malicious BPF programs. That is, it
is reasonable to assume that attackers may manipulate the
parameters of these helpers to launch attacks. Thus, we design
the following two mechanisms to ensure helper security.
TABLE II: BPF helper analysis result. CRP denotes critical region
protection, and DPA denotes dynamic parameter auditing. We sepa-
rate potentially vulnerable helpers (last three types) with a bold line.

Type # Example Defense
No Arg. 30 bpf_get_retval() No Need
Pure Arg. 16 bpf_strncmp() No Need
Read Only 75 bpf_get_stackid_tp() CRP/DPA
Write 129 bpf_skb_set_tstamp() CRP/DPA
Other 10 bpf_loop() CRP/DPA
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Fig. 8: Critical region protection (CRP).

Critical Region Protection (CRP) in Kernel. Though many
helpers only access kernel in a read-only manner, they may
still be abused to probe sensitive data of the kernel, such as
task_struct. Moreover, a considerable number of helpers,
as illustrated in Table II, may modify kernel memory. To
prevent such abuse, we protect these critical kernel regions
with PKS. As shown in Fig. 8, instead of treating the entire
kernel memory as a whole, we divide it into normal regions
and critical regions. Permissions of these critical regions
are managed via an additional key. When entering helper
functions, instead of setting the entire kernel space as access-
enabled (EN), those critical memory regions remain access-
disabled (AD), preventing any access to these regions. Once
the helper finishes, these normal regions will be set back
to access-disabled (AD) to avoid potential security risk. It
is worth noting these critical memory regions do not vary
with helpers. That is, only helpers manipulated by attackers
(e.g., via deliberately crafted helper parameters) may attempt
to access these critical regions. These critical regions can be
specified in the configurations of MOAT.

r0 = 0x10

r1 = r0 + 0x1

call BPF_HELPER
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Inferred by Verifier
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Runtime Register Values  
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Fig. 9: Register value tracking of the verifier. While the verifier can
indeed deduce a possible value range of each register, for simplicity,
we use a value point (e.g., r1 = 0x11) here.

Dynamic Parameter Auditing (DPA). To further regulate
helpers, we propose dynamic parameters auditing (DPA),



which leverages the information obtained from the BPF veri-
fier to dynamically check if the parameters are within their
legitimate ranges. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the verifier can
deduce the value range of each register via static analysis
(as a practical assumption, we allow the statically deduced
value ranges to be invalid; see below for clarification). MOAT
logs such value range information, and during runtime, MOAT
serves as a “gateway” when the BPF program enters a helper
function to check if the provided parameters are within the
verifier-deduced value ranges. In our example, we can check if
r0==0x10;r1==0x11 when BPF_HELPER is called. If the
parameter runtime values do not match with the static analysis
results, the BPF program is terminated immediately.
Clarification. In the aforementioned DPA strategy, one may
question if the expected “legitimate value ranges” inferred by
the verifier are correct. To clarify this issue, we list all possible
cases of a BPF variable v’s value ranges and system states in
Table III; our discussions are as follows.
TABLE III: Four cases of a BPF variable v’s value ranges. R denotes
the runtime value of v, D denotes the verifier’s deduced value of v,
E denotes verifier’s expected legitimate value range of v, while T
denotes the ground truth legitimate value range of v.

R D E T State
1 0x10 0x10 [0,0x20] [0,0x20] 3
2 0xba 0xba [0,0x20] [0,0x20] 3
3 0xba 0x10 [0,0x20] [0,0x20] 3
4 0xba 0xba [0,0xba] [0,0x20] 7

Case 1 illustrates the value range of a variable v in a
benign BPF program. The runtime value aligns with verifier’s
deduction which further falls within the expected and true
legitimate value ranges simultaneously (R = D ∈ E = T ,
see the caption of Table III). Case 2 demonstrates the value
range of a variable v in a malformed BPF program. The
runtime value 0xba is out of bound and this invalid value
is detected by the verifier through static analysis. Therefore,
this program is rejected by the verifier and the system remains
safe (R = D /∈ E = T ). Case 3 shows the value range
of v in a malicious BPF program. The runtime value 0xba
is out of bound. However, this malicious value is hidden
from the verifier through corner-case operations (e.g., sign
extension, truncation). Due to incomplete analysis, the verifier
deduces that v’s value is 0x10, which is within the verifier’s
expectation. Since DPA operates in the runtime and checks
whether the runtime value actually matches the verifier’s
deduction, this mismatch is then detected by DPA and this
malicious BPF program is terminated (R 6= D ∈ E = T ).

While the above three cases cannot be exploited, Case 4
implies a scenario where DPA fails and the helper is abused.
The verifier’s expected value range differs from the ground
truth, legitimate value range. This discrepancy allows an out of
bound value 0xba to be passed as an argument to a helper for
exploitation. For this to occur, the following conditions shall
be satisfied simultaneously: 1 The verifier makes incorrect
expectation (i.e., E 6= T ). 2 The incorrect expectation E
is unsafe (i.e., T − E overlaps exploitable structure). 3 The
BPF program is carefully tweaked to be aligned with D and
evade DPA (i.e., R = D). For BPF programs, E is usually

straightforward to obtain by the verifier statically (e.g., E
encodes the array size). It is thus hard to satisfy 1 and 2
simultaneously. For today’s known BPF exploitations (all of
which fall into Case 3), the verifier makes correct expectation
E = T but incomplete deduction R 6= D; therefore, the
discrepancy E 6= T is never encountered in practice.

Also, though it may be technically feasible to perform
dynamic auditing to validate the data facts after executing
every BPF instruction, it is apparently too costly. MOAT thus
leverages PKS to deliver a low-cost and principled isolation.
Hybrid Usage. We summarize the applicability of these three
defense mechanisms in Table II. On the one hand, DPA
protects helpers from being abused by ensuring the validity
of their parameters. On the other hand, even if the helpers are
already compromised, CRP can still protect the kernel from
these compromised helpers. Thus, combining these mecha-
nisms together improves the overall security for both BPF
helpers and the kernel. Moreover, we want to emphasize that
these defenses are not dependent on a specific helper. Instead,
they are applicable to helper groups, as listed in Table II.
Though it can be argued both defenses may be evaded in
extreme circumstances, we believe the attack feasibility is very
low (if it exists at all), given that the BPF program itself
has been isolated by MOAT and these helpers constitute a
relatively minor attack surface. Our investigation on existing
vulnerabilities supports this assumption.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

MOAT is written in 2,075 lines of C code, as a loadable
kernel module for portability.3 We explain key points below.
Portable Implementation. The major components of MOAT
are implemented as hooks to replace their corresponding
kernel functions. This is accomplished using an existing kernel
hook utility named ftrace [6]. This introduces a small
amount of overhead, but it allows these major components
to be kernel-agnostic and can be easily ported across different
kernel versions. Though the overhead of the current MOAT
prototype is reasonable (see details in Sec. VI-B), we antici-
pate to further reduce the performance overhead of MOAT, if
it is implemented via directly modifying kernel.
Kernel Interrupt Handling. Though the major components of
MOAT are implemented as loadable modules, certain low-level
codes still require direct kernel modification. For instance,
during the execution of BPF programs, an interrupt may occur
and take over the control flow to its handler. Note that most
interrupt handlers require access to kernel memory and as a
result, the PKS would presumably raise spurious alerts. Thus,
we need to temporarily disable PKS inside these handlers and
re-enable it once the handlers are finished. The modified code
is shown in Fig. 10. Additionally, the exception handler of the
kernel is also modified to support terminating and detaching
malicious BPF programs upon violation.
Granularity of PKS. Since protection keys are associated
with memory pages, MOAT can only protect memory in the

3We will release the codebase of MOAT once this paper is published. We
will maintain MOAT to benefit the community and follow-up research.



1 mov %cr4,%rbx
2 push %rbx ; save CR4
3 and $0xfffffffffeffffff, %rbx ; clear CR4.PKS
4 mov %rbx,%cr4
5 call \cfunc ; invoke handler
6 pop %rbx
7 mov %rbx,%cr4 ; restore CR4

Fig. 10: The modified kernel interrupt handler in entry_64.S.

granularity of a page, which is generally 4KB. However, the
objects used by BPF programs are not necessarily aligned
to 4KB, which may interleave with critical kernel structures.
Therefore, granting BPF programs access to these objects
may also enable access to such critical structures and lead to
exploitation. To prevent this, we have modified BPF-related
objects (e.g., maps) so that they are page-aligned and do not
interleave with other kernel structures.

VI. EVALUATION

To evaluate MOAT, we first analyze how MOAT mitigates
various attack interfaces, and then benchmark its CVEs de-
tectability in Sec. VI-A. We then assess the performance of
MOAT under different BPF program setups in Sec. VI-B.
Lastly, the functionality of MOAT is tested using various types
of BPF programs and under different scenarios in Sec. VI-C2.

A. Security Evaluation

1) Analysis of Attack Surface Mitigation: We first systemat-
ically analyze how MOAT mitigates five representative attack
interfaces presented in the BPF ecosystem. These potential
attack interfaces are illustrated in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11: Analysis of mitigating potential attack surfaces.

1 Arbitrary Kernel Accesses. Currently, the most prevalent
threat to the BPF ecosystem is the ability of malicious BPF
programs to arbitrarily modify kernel memory. In order to
accomplish this, these BPF programs typically employ corner-
case operations to deceive the verifier during the loading phase
and to behave maliciously during runtime. This type of attack
is effectively mitigated due to the fact that MOAT derives the
necessary memory regions of each BPF program and uses PKS
to prevent any runtime access beyond this region (Sec. IV-A),
mitigating such illegal accesses.
2 Helper Function Abuse. Apart from launching attack
directly from BPF programs, a malicious BPF program
may carefully prepare parameter values by exploiting similar
corner-cases operations in 1 and pass them to abuse certain
helpers. To prevent such abuse, MOAT features three security
enforcement schemes (Sec. IV-B2) to dynamically audit helper
parameters and also protect critical kernel memory regions

during the execution of these helpers. Thus, the attacker can
no longer take advantage of these helpers.
3 PTE Corruption. A page’s PKS region is configured via
its PTE. Consequently, a malicious BPF program may attempt
to tamper these PTEs to disable MOAT. However, this is
impossible since MOAT sets these PTEs as access-disabled;
they are thus protected by PKS like other kernel resources.
4 Descriptor Table Tampering. Descriptor tables like GDT
and IDT are essential for segmentation and interrupt handling.
Since they are needed for these critical functions, blindly
setting them as access-disabled would cause system crashes.
However, since these descriptor tables are only accessed in a
read-only manner, MOAT sets them as write-disabled to thwart
any tampering made by malicious BPF programs. This effec-
tively prevents malicious BPF programs from compromising
the kernel using these tables.
5 Hardware Configuration Tampering. Besides memory-
based attacks discussed above, attackers may also directly
disable PKS through hardware configurations. As described in
Sec. II, CR4.PKS and IA32_PKRS are two critical registers
for configuring PKS. One may disable PKS via modifying
these two registers. However, both registers can only be
modified via special instructions, and BPF instruction sets do
not include any of these. Therefore, BPF bytecodes containing
these instructions are rejected immediately. Since the BPF
programs are set to W ⊕ X (meaning write and executable
permissions cannot be simultaneously enabled), adding these
instructions via self-modification is also impossible.
6 Return-Oriented Programming. Two properties of BPF
ISA prevent potential control-flow hijacking attacks like
return-oriented programming (ROP). First, BPF only supports
jump instructions with constant and instruction-level offsets.
This means the destinations of jumps are trivially known
during the compile time and there are no unintended ROP
gadgets (jump between instructions) like x86 [12]. Secondly,
as a specialized ISA, BPF does not include any instructions
that may modify hardware configurations such as XRSTOR and
WRMSR. These two properties allow MOAT to perform reliable
detection of invalid instructions and prevent BPF programs
from tampering hardware settings.
7 Attacks in PKU Pitfalls [18]. We carefully examined
attacks mentioned in PKU Pitfalls [18], which focuses on
breaking PKU, the user variant of MPK. Their noted attacks
can be roughly categorized into three types. The first type
manipulates memory mappings to subvert PKU, such as mod-
ifying userland PTEs and mutable backup. These attacks are
feasible in userland since user applications can leverage certain
syscalls (e.g., mremap) to change their own mapping and then
compromise PKU. However, none of those syscalls is available
to BPF programs and there is no helper that can manipulate
kernel memory mappings. The second type involves tampering
the saved state of PKRU and disabling PKU entirely upon
restoration. Unlike PKU, MOAT exclusively manages the saved
state of IA32_PKRS, which is further protected via CRP,
making these attacks infeasible. The third type relies on
mechanisms that are exclusive to the userland (e.g., using



seccomp to intercept syscalls) and is not applicable to MOAT.
2) Real-world CVE Evaluation: We analyzed all nine BPF

CVEs rooted from runtime memory exploitation; these CVEs
fall within the application scope of MOAT. Since these ex-
ploitations typically lead to arbitrary kernel accesses, they all
result in privilege escalation and impose a severe security
threat to the kernel. As listed in Table IV, five of these
vulnerabilities have PoC exploits available to the public and
are evaluated at this step.

We report that MOAT can successfully mitigate all of them.
We clarify that these five are not cherry-picked; the untested
four only have high-level text descriptions without further
details or any PoC, making it extremely hard for us to build
a workable exploit based on these descriptions alone. Instead,
we thoroughly analyze these four vulnerabilities. Due to their
conceptual similarity to the other five tested cases, it should
be accurate to conclude that these four can also be mitigated
by MOAT. For instance, though there is no exploit for CVE-
2021-3444, it shares the same logistics with CVE-2021-31440,
albeit with different BPF instructions. Note that both originate
from incorrect truncation. Since CVE-2021-31440 is mitigated
by MOAT, we would believe the same for CVE-2021-3444.

To clarify, there are also other BPF CVEs caused by issues
such as race condition, speculation, or miscellaneous imple-
mentation bugs. These vulnerabilities typically cause informa-
tion leakage or DoS, whereas all memory exploitations lead to
privilege escalation. As stated in our threat model, defending
these attacks is orthogonal to our work. See Appendix A for
a complete list of these CVEs and our discussion.

TABLE IV: BPF CVE detectability evaluation. denotes experi-
mented and mitigated by MOAT. denotes the CVEs share concep-
tually identical patterns, though they lack available PoC exploit.

CVE ID Description Status
2022-2785 [45] Incorrect Instruction Rewrite
2022-23222 [44] Mischeck *_OR_NULL Pointer
2021-45402 [43] Incorrect MOV32 Bound
2021-3490 [42] Incorrect ALU32 Bound
2021-31440 [39] Incorrect 32-bit Truncation
2021-3444 [41] Incorrect MOD32 Truncation
2021-33200 [40] Incorrect Pointer Arithmetic
2020-8835 [38] Incorrect 32-bit Bound
2020-27194 [37] Incorrect OR32 Bound

CVE Case Study. To better explain how MOAT mitigates these
CVEs, we elaborate on the exploit paths for two of them, CVE-
20222-23222 and CVE-2020-27194.
CVE-2022-23222 is a pointer mischeck vulnerability intro-
duced via a rather new feature of BPF named bpf_ringbuf.
This new feature was brought to BPF in 2020 along with a
new pointer type named PTR_TO_MEM_OR_NULL. However,
the verifier had not been updated to track the bounds of
this new type, resulting in this vulnerability. As illustrated
in Fig. 12, the malicious payload first retrieves a nullptr
via bpf_ringbuf_reserve (line 1), which returns this
newly-added pointer type named PTR_TO_MEM_OR_NULL.
Since this new type is not tracked by the verifier, the payload
can bypass pointer checks by convincing the verifier that r1
is 0x0 when it is actually 0x1 (line 3). This pointer can

then be multiplied with any offset to perform arbitrary kernel
accesses (line 9). However, such arbitrary access violates PKS
immediately and is terminated by MOAT (line 10).

1 r0 = bpf_ringbuf_reserve(fd, INT_MAX, 0)
2 r1 = r0 // R:r0=0;r1=0 V:r0=r1=?
3 r1 = r0 + 1 // R:r0=0;r1=1 V:r0=r1=?
4 if (r0 != nullptr) { // R:r0=0;r1=1 V:r0=r1=?
5 ringbuf_discard(r0, 1)
6 exit(2)
7 }
8 off = <OOB addr> // R:r0=0;r1=1 V:r0=r1=0
9 off = off * r1 // R:off=<OOB addr> V:off=0

10 *(ptr+off) = 0xbad // PKS violation!

Fig. 12: Code snippet of CVE-2022-23222. R denotes variable
runtime statuses. V denotes verifier-deduced values of variables.

CVE-2020-27194 is a vulnerability due to incorrect truncation.
As in Fig. 13, the user first inputs an arbitrary value in the
range of [0,0x600000001] (line 1). Then, two conditional
clauses help the verifier to determine its value range (line 3 and
line 5). However, when tracking the BPF_OR operator (line 7),
the verifier performs a wrong truncation on its upper bound.
After the truncation, the user-controlled r5 is viewed by the
verifier as a legitimate constant scalar 0x1 (line 7), which can
later be used as the offset to perform arbitrary accesses to the
kernel (line 8). Similarly, such accesses can be detected by
MOAT and terminated instantly.

1 r5 = <OOB addr>
2 r6 = 0x600000002
3 if (r5 >= r6) // R&V:r5<=0x600000001
4 exit(2)
5 if (r5 <= 0) // R&V:0x1<=r5<=0x600000001
6 exit(2)
7 r5 = r5 | 0 // R:r5=<OOB addr> V: r5=0x1
8 *(ptr+r5)=0xbad // PKS violation!

Fig. 13: Code snippet of CVE-2020-27194. R denotes variable
runtime statuses. V denotes verifier-deduced values of variables.
B. Performance Evaluation

We assess MOAT performance overhead on Linux v5.19 and
a 14-core Intel 12700H. As a common setup, the cycle and
time statistics are measured via the rdtscp instruction and
the kernel utility get_ktime_raw, respectively.

1) Micro Benchmark: For micro benchmark, we measure
the CPU cycles of four key operations in MOAT. We list the
the four operations in Table V. switch_pks enables/dis-
ables PKS by setting/clearing the corresponding control bit
in CR4. set_pkrs changes region permissions by changing
IA32_PKRS via WRMSR. get_pkrs returns current per-
mission configuration by reading IA32_PKRS via RDMSR.
assign_page changes the permission region of one page by
modifying its PTE. Each operation is measured by averaging
ten runs of one million invocations to eliminate randomness.

As Table V shows, the most expensive operation is
assign_page() which modifies the region one page be-
longs to, including locating its PTE and changing specific
bits within. Notably, setting and getting the region per-
missions (set_pkrs/get_pkrs) in PKS is much more
expensive than its userspace variant in libmpk [53] (see



TABLE V: Micro benchmark results. As a reference [53], userspace
RDPKRU, WRPKRU, and pkey_assign take 0.5, 23.3, and 1104.9
cycles, respectively.

Operation # Cycle Note
switch_pks 4.2 Set/Clear CR4.PKS
set_pkrs/WRMSR 71.7 Set region permissions
get_pkrs/RDMSR 25.8 Get region permissions
assign_page 99.4 Assign a page to region

the caption of Table V). We presume that this is because
in PKU, the region permission is controlled via a dedi-
cated register named PKRU with two special instructions
RDPKRU/WRPKRU, whereas in PKS employed by MOAT, its
region permission is stored in an MSR named IA32_PKRS
without any special instruction. To configure the permission in
IA32_PKRS, one has to use the expensive RDMSR/WRMSR
instructions with the MSR ID 0x6E1. Similarly, directly en-
abling/disabling PKS via switch_pks also takes fewer cycle
than set_pkrs. As for the performance difference between
pkey_assign in libmpk and MOAT’s assign_page,
we presume that this is because pkey_assign serves as
a syscall for userspace, which involves costly context switch,
whereas MOAT operates in the kernel without these overheads.

Since configuring permission via set_pkrs is more ex-
pensive than switch_pks, on situations where MOAT needs
to temporarily switch back to kernel regions (e.g., interrupt
handling), it uses switch_pks to disable PKS instead of
using set_pkrs. Then, before returning to BPF programs,
we reactivate PKS to maintain isolation.

2) Macro Benchmark: To prepare the macro benchmark
suite, we consider the following properties.
(a) To test the performance of fixed and dynamic key alloca-

tion, BPF programs of varying sizes should be included.
(b) The number of BPF programs should exceed the num-

ber of available keys to test MOAT in situations where
hardware keys are insufficient.

(c) The BPF programs should be highly parallel to evaluate
the waiting time when dynamic keys are insufficient.

(d) The execution order should reflect actual system behavior
with high enough frequency to stress MOAT.

To simultaneously fulfill these requirements, we prepare
macro benchmark as follows. We choose seven different events
frequently triggered in the kernel, which are sys_open,
sys_close, sys_read, sys_write, sched_switch,
page_fault_user, and page_fault_kernel. These
events are of high frequency (e.g., sched_switch occurs
on every context switch) and can reflect actual BPF running
behavior. For each of these events, we attach three BPF
tracepoints of varying sizes to log this event. This ensures
that these BPF programs are highly parallel.
MOAT Configuration. In both regular and extreme cases (see
below), we choose the configuration as follows: the threshold
for dynamic key allocation is ten pages. The number of
fixed keys is nine, while the number of dynamic keys is
four. Three keys are reserved for the kernel memory region,
the shared region (i.e., IDT, GDT), helper protection (i.e.,
CRP), respectively. During these experiments, both helper

protections (CRP/DPA) are enabled whenever applicable. CRP
is configured for MOAT’s own memory regions (e.g., saved
state of PKS), which can be extended to other critical re-
gions (e.g., PTEs) if needed. All evaluation are based on the
BPF interpreter. See Sec. VIII for details about BPF JIT.
Regular Case. In the regular case, we attach each one of
these events with three types of BPF tracepoints, i.e., small (1
page), medium (10 pages) and large (200 pages). We run
each setup ten times, and each run consists of 1,000 invo-
cations of each tracepoint. The average results are reported in
Fig. 14. We find that even in the worst case, MOAT imposes
a moderate overhead of less than 30%. This overhead occurs
when launching the medium-size BPF program attached to the
event page_fault_kernel. Since its size (10 pages) does
not exceed the threshold of dynamic key allocation, it has to
repetitively assign and return the dynamic key to its pages
upon every entry point and exit. Moreover, though MOAT’s
relative slowdown on page_fault_kernel is near 30%,
the absolute overhead is still quite low (about 200 ns). Overall,
we interpret the performance penalty is aligned with our
expectation, and the overall overhead is reasonable.

All large-size BPF programs exceed the size threshold of
dynamic key allocation. Therefore, MOAT assigns fixed keys
to them during their loading phase without runtime overhead.
The incurred overheads are generally moderate: for all cases,
the overheads are under 10%. Moreover, the overheads for
those small-size BPF programs are all under 16%, which lie
between the large-size and the medium-size ones.

Apart from the total overhead reported above, we also
investigate the waiting overhead, which is the amount of time
a BPF program must wait if there is no dynamic key available.
Note that in the regular cases above, 14 programs are smaller
than the page number threshold; they are configured to use
the dynamic key allocation scheme, though there are only
four dynamic keys available. Their waiting statistics are shown
in Table VI. It is seen that though the average waiting time
is near 1µs, less than 1% BPF executions really experience
this delay. Considering there are 14 running processes and
only four dynamic keys available, we can conclude that the
dynamic key allocation policy handles parallelism reasonably
well. Moreover, this also shows that four dynamic keys are
sufficient for most scenarios; adding more dynamic keys brings
marginal benefit.

TABLE VI: Waiting time statistics.
Avg. (ns) Waited Avg. (ns) Waited Max. (ns) # Waited

7.1 915.2 2559 0.8%

Extreme Cases. The above regular cases only evaluate MOAT
under situations where dynamic keys are limited but fixed keys
are sufficient. Here, we further explore MOAT’s overhead via
extreme cases. Instead of attaching three BPF programs of
varying sizes, as we did in the regular cases above, in the
extreme case evaluation we attach three large (200 pages)
BPF programs to each tracepoint. Under this setting, there
are only ten fixed keys available, though there are 21 large-
size BPF programs, requiring dynamic key allocation for over
half of these programs. Since each of these programs contains
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Fig. 14: Regular macro benchmark. The upper legends (e.g., 1.09) denote the relative slowdown, and the lower ones (e.g., 1750) denote the
absolute execution time in nanosecond.

over 200 pages, there are a large number of page assignments
occurring upon their program entry points and exits.

TABLE VII: Extreme overhead.
Static Keys (ns) Dynamic Keys (ns)
Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Waited # Waited
140.7 202.8 3630 4401 1968.1 4%

We report the evaluation results of extreme cases in Ta-
ble VII. We find that MOAT imposes a negligible overhead to
BPF programs that use fixed keys even under such extreme
cases. And for those large BPF programs that use dynamic
keys, the average overhead is still reasonably low (around
3.6µs). Overall, we point out that real-life scenarios seldomly
require this many BPF programs with large maps running
concurrently. Moreover, the currently observed overhead can
be further reduced by sharing these large maps between BPF
programs, thereby reducing the need for fixed keys. We also
report that the waiting time due to the shortage of dynamic
keys shows a similar pattern to the regular cases. Though
the average waiting time is near 2µs, less than 5% of the
executions would experience this delay.
Evaluations on Helper Protections. We measure the cost
of two helper protections (CRP/DPA) individually and report
their overheads in Table VIII. Our preliminary analysis shows
that CRP does not introduce additional cost; only a different
IA32_PKRS value is used to restrict helpers’ access to kernel
memory regions. DPA checks helper arguments against the
verifier’s results, whose cost correlates with the number of
involved arguments. We clarify that a BPF helper can have at
most five arguments.

TABLE VIII: Helpers protection overhead.
DPA ~ #Arg 1 – 5 (ns) CRP (ns)
11.3 22.4 33.6 44.6 58.3 47.8

We interpret that the experiment results are aligned with our
expectation. All three mechanisms only impose a generally
low overhead, and the overhead of DPA correlates with the
number of helper arguments.

C. Real-world Applications

1) memcache Port Forwarding.: To evaluate the perfor-
mance of MOAT under real-world scenarios, we setup a BPF
port forwarding program which redirects incoming requests
to the memcached [25] memory database. To prepare the
benchmark, we choose YCSB [19] to generate six distinct
workloads and test the overall throughput of the memcached
service. The results are shown in Fig. 15. From the figure,
we can see that MOAT imposes on average 6% (up to
14%) slowdown to the overall performance of the BPF-based
port forwarding, which is acceptable considering the security

benefits MOAT provides. Note that this overhead is far less
than the worst overhead we observed from the regular/extreme
cases above, which further justifies our assumption that BPF
programs are invoked less frequently in real-world applications
than in extreme cases.
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Fig. 15: Overall throughput of the memcached case study.

2) bcc Toolbox.: To show that MOAT is able to sup-
port various BPF features, we select seven BPF applica-
tions with varying functionalities from the famous bcc tool-
box [54]. Among them, execsnoop and opensnoop are
used for kernel profiling, recording different system events;
tcptrace and net_monitor are used for network moni-
toring, collecting packet statistics; xdp_drop, xdp_cpu and
xdp_interface can be used for packet filtering scenarios
such as firewalls and load balancing, redirecting or dropping
packages. These applications cover the majority of contem-
porary BPF ecosystem usage scenarios. After securing these
applications with MOAT, we examine the runtime status of
these applications and confirm that they are operating correctly
and are not affected by MOAT. Furthermore, Fig. 16 reports
the performance evaluation results of these applications with
MOAT enabled. The extra overhead incurred by MOAT under
different scenarios is reasonably low. Overall, the evaluation
shows that MOAT can be smoothly applied to secure de
facto BPF applications under various scenarios with minimal
engineering effort and moderate cost.
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Fig. 16: Application benchmark. The upper legends (e.g., 1.06)
denote the relative slowdown, and the lower ones (e.g., 8153) denote
the absolute execution time in nanosecond.

VII. RELATED WORK

In-Kernel Isolation. Most existing works [9–11, 13, 15, 24,
27, 31, 51, 63, 67] on kernel isolation focuses kernel compo-
nents like device drivers and file systems, which are distinct
from BPF programs and hence cannot be reused directly in
our scenario. Existing works can be roughly divided into three
categories: virtualization, Software Fault Isolation (SFI), and
formal methods. Narayanan et al. [51] propose LVD, which



isolates kernel components in a virtualized environment. Based
on LVD, Huang et al. [31] split kernel modules into individual
components for finer-grained isolation. SFI is employed to
instrument programs at the source or binary level [11, 13, 24].
These works ensure kernel security by inserting pointer checks
prior to memory accesses. Furthermore, formal methods en-
able principled isolation of kernel components, e.g., separating
kernel code from untrusted drivers [63], or verifying file
system correctness [9, 15].

We believe none of these methods are readily re-usable in
our BPF scenario. Virtualization methods [10, 31, 51, 67]
require placing the program in a separated address space,
making it hard for BPF programs to interact (via helpers)
with the kernel; see our discussion on kernel space virtual-
ization in Sec. VIII. SFI [11, 13, 24] is based on program
(compile-time) instrumentation. Holistically speaking, similar
concepts have already been adopted by the BPF verifier which
forbids developers to dereference a pointer without checking
its bound explicitly. However, the verifier still suffers from
vulnerabilities mentioned in Sec. III. Lastly, the BPF verifier
itself performs formal verification, which shares conceptually
similar advantage and drawbacks with existing formal method-
based kernel isolation methods [9, 15, 63]; MOAT employs
hardware extensions to offer more principled BPF isolation.
MPK-Based Isolation. Prior to PKS, Intel first announced
its userspace variant PKU. Consequently, most existing
works [29, 53, 60] using MPK focus on userspace isolation.
To better utilize PKU as an isolation primitive, Park et al. [53]
proposed libmpk that resolves the semantic discrepancies
between PKU and conventional mprotect. There are also
works [29, 60] that leverage PKU to protect confidential data.
Apart of using PKU to isolate normal user applications, efforts
are made to isolate trusted applications in SGX via PKU [16,
35]. SGXLock [16] establishes mutual distrust between kernel
and the trusted SGX applications, while EnclaveDom [35]
enables intra-isolation within one enclave. PKU has been used
for kernel security [27, 59] as well. IskiOS [27] applies PKU
to kernel pages by marking them as user-owned, while Sung
et al. [59] employ PKU to protect userspace unikernels.
BPF Security. There are contemporary works [26, 33, 34,
52, 62] on securing the BPF ecosystem. However, most of
them use formal methods to enhance the following BPF
components: the verifier, the JIT compiler, and the BPF pro-
gram itself. To enhance the BPF verifier, Gershuni et al. [26]
propose PREVAIL based on abstract interpretation [20], which
supports more program structures (e.g., loops) and is more
efficient than the standard verifier. PRSafe [34], on the other
hand, designs a new domain-specific language, whose ultimate
goal is to build a mathematically verifiable compiler for BPF
programs. As for the BPF JIT compiler, Jitk [62] denotes a
JIT compiler whose correctness is proven manually. Further,
Nelson et al. [52] propose Jitterbug to generate automated
proof for real-world BPF JIT compilers. Lastly, Luke Nelson
[33] build proof-carrying BPF programs, requiring developers
to provide a correctness proof alongside with the program
before loading it into the kernel.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Kernel Space Key Virtualization. There exist several
works [28, 53, 64] on virtualizing MPK. However, all of them
focus on the virtualization of userspace MPK, and thus rely
on mechanisms that are exclusive to the userspace.

In libmpk [53], when there is no available hardware
key, libmpk just invokes mprotect to change the page
permission. This is efficient when protecting a single con-
fidential memory region in the userspace. However, MOAT
aims to protect the kernel space from malicious BPF programs
and setting the entire kernel space as inaccessible via page
permission is too costly and practically hard, if at all possible.

Both EPK [28] and VDom [64] adopt the idea of virtualizing
keys via separated user address spaces. However, to implement
this in the kernel, these individual address spaces have to be
compatible to various low-level kernel routines (e.g., interrupt
handling, memory management). As Linux is a monolith
kernel with a huge codebase, we tend to believe that splitting it
into multiple address spaces without impeding its functionality
is extremely hard, if at all possible.
Scalability via Clustering. Though our dynamic key allo-
cation scheme has shown reasonably good performance in
Sec. VI, there remain cases where over 100 distinct BPF
programs are needed (e.g., containers, cloud servers). In these
cases, MOAT can be extended to cluster BPF programs (e.g.,
within the same container) together, depending on the exact
setup. For example, the admin may configure MOAT to allocate
a same key to all BPF programs from the same user, which
shall effectively reduce the demand for keys in these cases.
Platform Migration. The current prototype implementation of
MOAT is based on MPK, a hardware extension available on
Intel platforms. Below, we discuss migrating MOAT to other
platforms with similar hardware extensions.
ARM Memory Domains. “Domain” is a MPK-like feature
supported since ARMv7 [2]. It employs 4-bit domain keys
in PTEs and a Domain Access Control Register (DACR) in
supervisor mode. Following a similar rationale to MPK, DACR
allows accesses to be configured as denied, fully-allowed, or
the same as PTEs. Since this feature is only supported on
first-level and section-level PTEs, the domain boundaries must
be aligned to 1 megabyte. Due to the similarity between this
feature and MPK, we expect MOAT to be implemented on
ARM with a moderate effort using this feature.
RISC-V Domain Keys. As an open-source architecture, there
exists a hardware extension on the RISC-V platform that
supports similar features as MPK named Donky [55]. Donky
leverages ten unused bits in the PTEs as a protection key,
hence supporting 1,024 permission regions. Donky also in-
troduces a 64-bit DKRU register with four key slots. Each
slot can be loaded with a 10-bit protection key. Only when a
key is loaded in DKRU can its associated region be accessed.
From the description above, we interpret that Donky is quite
flexible, and therefore, MOAT may be smoothly implemented
on RISC-V using Donky.
BPF JIT Support. As described in Sec. II, there are two ways
of executing a BPF program: directly interpreting the BPF



bytecode, or using a JIT compiler for improved performance.
Our prototype implementation of MOAT is based on the BPF
interpreter. However, we note that the design of MOAT is
compatible with the JIT compiler. First, the PKS is configured
at the entry and exit points of running a BPF program,
which is independent of the BPF program execution method.
Second, the operations that MOAT performs during the BPF
execution, such as helper auditing, are implemented as part of
BPF helpers and also decoupled from how BPF programs are
executed. Therefore, MOAT is essentially agnostic about the
BPF program execution method, and it is adaptive to the native
code produced by the BPF JIT compiler. Moreover, unlike the
JIT compiler in Java virtual machine (JVM), which compiles
only hotspot code chunks of Java bytecode each time, the BPF
JIT compiler compiles the entire BPF program bytecode into
native code at once. This further reduces the effort of adapting
MOAT to BPF programs compiled by JIT.

JIT is designed to improve the performance of BPF pro-
grams. Therefore, we envision that JIT can further increase
the overall efficiency of MOAT-enhanced BPF programs. To
clarify, the interpreter indeed has its own overhead comparing
to JITed BPF programs and may “hide” the relative perfor-
mance penalty brought by MOAT. However, we report that
from our evaluation, the absolute overhead brought by MOAT
is very limited (typically less than 1,000 ns) and correlates
to the number of pages assigned upon the entry and exit of a
program. We further investigate this correlation in Appendix B

IX. CONCLUSION

Despite the increasing popularity of using BPF to extend
kernel functionality, the security of BPF programs is still
a concern. Recent attacks reveal that BPF applications can
bypass static security checks and conduct unauthorized kernel
memory accesses. This paper has presented MOAT, which
isolates potentially malicious BPF applications from the kernel
using Intel MPK. MOAT addresses technical challenges and
delivers a practical and extensible protection mechanism, in
compensation to the contemporary BPF verifiers. Our evalua-
tion reveals that MOAT can isolate (malicious) BPF programs
in various real-world circumstances at a low cost.
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APPENDIX

A. BPF CVE List

TABLE IX: BPF CVE list. We bold the CVEs (e.g., 2022-2785) that
can lead to privilege escalation.

Type CVE ID

Runtime Memory Exploit
2022-2785, 2022-23222, 2021-3490
2021-3489, 2021-3444, 2021-33200
2020-8835, 2020-27194, 2021-45402

Misc Implementation Bugs
(e.g., bugs in libbpf)

2022-3533, 2022-2905, 2022-0500
2022-0433, 2022-45941, 2022-45902
2021-41864, 2021-4135, 2021-39711
2021-38166, 2021-29649, 2021-29648
2021-20268

Speculation
2021-35477, 2021-34556, 2021-33624
2021-31829, 2021-29155, 2020-27171,
2020-27170

Race Condition 2021-4001, 2021-23133
JIT 2021-38300, 2021-29154, 2021-20320

We list the types of all reported BPF vulnerabilities in
Table IX. Runtime memory exploitations are among the most
critical security issues, as all of them result in privilege
escalation (see the caption of Table IX). Other vulnerabilities
in the BPF subsystem typically cause information leaks/DoS.
The two privilege escalation vulnerabilities in JIT are restricted
to specific platforms (e.g., MIPS). MOAT can prevent all of
the runtime memory exploits.

B. Page Assignment Overhead

From the statistics collected in Table V of Sec. VI-B1, we
can see that the most time-consuming operation in MOAT is
to assign a memory page to a designated PKS region. Similar
results are also observed in the macro benchmark launched in
Sec. VI-B2, where the overhead brought by MOAT correlates
to the number of pages assigned upon the entry and exit of
a BPF program. We clarify that, in most cases, these pages
are trivially known once the program is loaded and can be
assigned before the execution without any runtime overhead.
Nevertheless, there are cases (e.g., dynamic key allocation)
that require such assignments upon every execution. Therefore,
to further study the overhead brought by MOAT, we conduct
the following experiment.

TABLE X: Absolute overhead statistics

Avg. per Page (ns) 10 Pages (ns) 100 Pages (ns) 200 Pages (ns)
13.8 165.2 1557.6 2791.4
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Fig. 17: MOAT’s absolute overhead with different number of pages.

In our experiment, we measure the absolute overhead of
MOAT under different page assignment settings. We choose
BPF programs that request 10 to 1,000 pages and execute them
under dynamic and fixed key allocation, respectively. We run
this setup ten times, and each run consists of 1,000 invocations.
Our findings are reported in Fig. 17 and Table X. The absolute
overhead of MOAT is very limited (under 500 ns) for BPF
programs that use a fixed key or under our threshold (i.e.,
ten pages; see Sec. IV-B1). As for the BPF programs that
request a large amount of memory, their overheads strongly
correlate to the number of requested pages. However, as BPF
programs typically serve as kernel extensions, they usually do
not request this massive amount of memory and only equip
a small map to communicate with the user space. Moreover,
since the maps used by a BPF program are trivially known
once the program is loaded, MOAT can be configured to reject
BPF programs that equip with huge maps (e.g., over 1,000
pages) when the fixed keys are insufficient. Even if a BPF
program indeed requests this many pages, one may extend
MOAT to use features like huge pages of 2MB to reduce the
number of requested pages. Therefore, we expect the absolute
overhead of MOAT to be reasonably low and controllable
across different normal and edge cases.
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